People often call me a conspiracy [B][U]theorist[/U][/B] even tho all the things I 
accept as probably being true and under that general category are
backed up either by reams of public record, our own government's 
declassified documentation, multiple eye witness accounts, HIGH
level officials coming forward to whistle blow on themselves - their
departments - etc, or as is usually the case, STRONG combinations 
of all of these.

I caught my first scare and resulting intrigue for these kinds of topics
in the early 60's when my father an engineer for Filco Ford, Douglas,
and others began sharing his work with me every weekend that he 
wasn't in White Sands, NM or some other secretive testing range. He 
showed me a fully working and operational SDI type system prior to 
1965 in a more advanced state than Reagan introduced [B][I]futuristic[/I][/B] 
plans for in the late 70's. I knew then only a hint of the depth of things
and when Reagan announced "the beginning" of the SDI project some
twenty years later I understood yet more.

I have been paying very close attention to the power structures of
the United States federal government ever since and especially after
Bush senior, E. Howard Hunt, and other CIA men gunned down JFK 
in a hail of bullets at least with the blessing of LBJ and then covered it 
up with the help of and control over the media.

This man: http://youtube.com/watch?v=IQxB5VKWlfg has his fingers
very very close to the veins of truth and as can be observe from his
voice and manner, is properly concerned. The power distribution is a 
little wider and quite a bit longer (time wise) than this video eludes 
to but from the point of reference that it makes it is completely 
accurate.

This month alone I have spent 154.7 hours (I log it) dedicated solely to
analyzing and estimating the size and sincerity of the Ron Paul support
that exists across the United States. As best I can figure it Ron Paul
should have taken an average of between 61% and 67% (depending 
how data is weighted) of the votes in the Super Tuesday primaries when 
averaged across that board. That's a landslide win like this nation has 
not seen in many many moons.

There is a widespread corruption occurring across the land in (almost)
every participating state. It's really really bad!  Here is a sorted sampling 
from just one source (you tube) mined in less than one hour using 3 of 
the 6 machines I dedicate to mining and research. 
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Florida:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdCcGWX2SuU Voter Fraud
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzFnrLvszFw Voter Fraud
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8wjJieSib0 Voter Fraud and Threat.


Alaska:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XE2QSX5WrtI Sabotage


California:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWKxwVZmomc Election Fraud
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oyKF8ckP_UQ Election Fraud
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2weH2bugkU Machines
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCwFrhwLrpY Election Fraud
-	http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_GADQv3vKs 
-	http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kiM10StfyBA
-	http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf84JjZeAWY 


South Carolina:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUpN5GaOjkY Machines


Boston Globe (NH?):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qV6qAGigGYY Extreme Fraud
-	http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zu0Oaw9tIPM 
-	http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N8xgWjFe1cE 


Texas:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDnWT4gCJSE Strong Armed (questionable)


New Hamshire:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xNiK_ERs30 The fraud revealed.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O6Htj1Om4Y Fraud
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEEWH0HbMts Not 0%
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDQNBD5DclQ Veto tally descending??!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0c_V9a1nTKg D Camp announces it.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=737VoCAm1O8 Election Fraud.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WKIwQQYpK4 Common Sense. (this is more than 31 votes!)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MBfmksI_wYY Voice
http://www.youtube.com/user/BlackBoxVoting 


General Commentary:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuJeCRClXuI Personal comment.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cy1IlAXeV30 News - Machine fraud
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aPa4fiEMWuw News - Last Year’s election
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pbvEt8NG2Q Compilation
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1SeGyiF2QQ Theory

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4T6l9vfrvmI Solution Idea
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5-r77dLriM Solution Idea and Info.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=IQxB5VKWlfg Solution, Action, and blame !!***!!


TV Polls:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45mmY7giY4s Evidence
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Jqz3QbAaTQ Evidence
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1AnLUH8YcI Evidence
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ohq1GlaSVYk Evidence
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g7W6xTdLhLQ Omission 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMIm8qsJupY Total omission 


Phone Polling:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ohq1GlaSVYk Omission [/size]
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where only dash indented entries represent confirmation or other kinds of
duplication. I have no doubt whatsoever that if general elections were to be 
held on this day that Dr. Ron Paul would be our next President.

I must comment that if you intend to leave the USA you must do so before 
the general elections. For those of you wanting a fight you will find local and 
foreign paramilitary forces already trained for this event and ready to follow
orders. The people you will be up against are planners and have been planning
for this scenario tactically (drilling and etc.) for the past 6 or 7 years. It doesn't 
mean you don't stand a chance but my advice would be to act within the system 
to get as much action taken as you possibly can and to alert as many individuals 
as is possible. Talk to the policemen in your area. Talk to anyone you know on
active duty in any of our military branches.  Let them know (rationally) your 
concerns and your thoughts. We will need as many parts of the system working
FOR us as we can get.

The time for such action passed in the 50's and 60's actually when there were
still men of integrity within our enforcement agencies and within the chain of
command. I guess you can get a good idea of what is left of our once great
government by looking at a cross section of our congressional body. By 
examining their voting records  and sniffing out affiliations with the CFR and 
UN one can get a pretty good idea of the percentage of good men still left and 
what power and importance they are afforded.  Congress is a public body and 
more easily examined is why I suggest looking at them first.

I personally think things won't get as bad as we're taking about here until 
the dollar crashes a bit further (which it will) and some of the other bubbles
pop. The next bubble you will see pop will be the credit and load agencies.
Soon (I guess right around the general elections) 60% or 70% of you will
lose your credit cards and many small and medium sized business will be
forced out of business. Things will spiral from that point tho I don't know 
how fast. Certainly one of the "remedies" that are planned is the NAU and
the move to the Amero.  

It's sick to watch how only a few dozen families can exert such power of
destruction and the suffering that will follow as a result of the loss of the
U.S.A. as a sovereign state. I just wonder if therein lay the answer to this
trouble we find ourselves facing??


More later,
...me
